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GLFW + SDL2 does not work on Windows 10 Creators Update (error 0xC0000142) I've written a fairly simple OpenGL program with GLFW + SDL2 on Windows 10 Creators Update. The program has no trouble with SDL2 but GLFW fails. Program compiles successfully. When I execute the program, I get the following error message:
The program '[1132] dxdiag.exe: Managed (v4.0.30319)' has exited with code 0 (0x0). I've tried to debug program with Windbg and WinDbg, but there is no way to look into GLFW or SDL2 dlls. I've also tried to use Windows SDK to look into these dlls and Microsoft symbols server. I get the following messages when I use symbol
server: Windows Debugger is unable to load the symbols for this executable. A recent software change might have disabled this functionality. Please contact your software provider about enabling this functionality. Do you have any idea what is the problem? Do I need to install a new library for debugging or maybe Windows SDK with
GLFW? A: Solved! I just noticed GLFW website mentions the following: If you are using Windows Vista, Windows 7, or Windows 8, enable the Python for Windows Debugging API in the debugger options. This allows debug symbols to be generated for all Python code and modules. So I did: In Visual Studio, go to Debug -> Options ->
Debugger -> General, and select "Disable pyd
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Download. Clear Download Manager. 25 Aug 2016 16 September 2016 9:36pm. Get the official WhatsBot app for WhatsApp today for a free messaging experience with this Chat. WATCHCHAT FOR WINDOWS APK PC full version Download free apk. 7 Apr 2015 2:55am. Free Whats Bot. Download APK. WhatsApp Messenger Free..
This is an application for joining WhatsApp group by using whatsapp bot 3.2. This app is free to download, however, it requires a small charge once it is installed on your mobile device for an additional. 4 Jun 2017 … Iphone how to download whatsapp chat app 17 Mar 2016. Build WiFi Chrome by Nai.com at a high speed with this
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Download apk anda for Android, iPhone and iPad. DroidBox is a free tool, which helps you to manage files in all versions of Android, in your phone or in the cloud (Google Drive, Picasa, etc..)..Q: In the legend of a barplot, how to reduce the size of my title? I have a barplot like this now, 79a2804d6b
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